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Contaminated Green Waste and the Historic Environment 
 
Dr James Gerrard (Archaeology) and Dr Martin Cooke (Civil Engineering), Newcastle University 
 
Every week most of us engage in the ritual of putting our household bins out for collection. Over the 
last three decades this process has moved from simply putting everything in a black bag, tying it off 
and dropping it in the bin to a situation where different elements of the waste stream are separated 
into a sometimes bewildering array of containers. Few of us can be unaware of why we are 
separating our waste into different streams. In a world of finite resources, where the extraction of 
raw materials and energy can have polluting impacts locally and globally, the need to make the most 
of what we have is pressing indeed.  
Successive governments have acted to implement a policy to encourage householders and 
businesses to reuse and recycle. One of the most powerful policy levers has been the Landfill Tax, 
introduced in 1996, which is a charge paid for every tonne of waste disposed of in landfill sites. It 
currently stands at £84.40 per tonne. This tax, paid by councils and waste companies, has forced us 
into new patterns of behaviour and recycling rates have rocketed since it was introduced. From an 
environmental perspective it has not only made us retain raw materials in the manufacturing cycle 
but has lessened the need for new, unsightly and polluting landfill sites and reduced climate 
changing emissions. The landfill tax is, in many respects, a very successful piece of environmental 
legislation.  
One of these ‘waste streams’ consists of garden and other organic rubbish, which presents 
significant challenges to the waste industry. It is bulky (and therefore takes up a lot of space in 
landfill sites) and, under anaerobic conditions, rots down and produces methane – a greenhouse gas 
a hundred times more potent than carbon dioxide. The solution to this environmental problem has 
been to compost the organic refuse and turn it into a commodity known as ‘green waste’. Green 
waste is then supplied to farmers who use it as a soil amendment. Thus our organic waste is 
converted from being a problem into a useful and saleable commodity. Applied to agricultural land 
green waste can increase arable yields and lessen the need for unsustainable chemical fertilizers. 
What, you may be thinking, does any of this have to do with archaeology in Britain? The answer to 
this question lies in something that those of us who study the past know well: the law of unintended 
consequences. For several years now the metal-detecting community has been complaining that so-
called green waste can contain what appear to be high levels of contaminants. These contaminants 
include seemingly large quantities of plastics but also pieces of metal, including unexpected objects 
like batteries, pieces of circuit board and the like. Metal detectorists have complained that the 
spreading of contaminated green waste is inhibiting their hobby.  
This should be of concern to us. Of course, archaeologists and metal-detectorists have not always 
seen eye-to-eye but there is no doubt that responsible detecting coupled with the Portable 
Antiquities Scheme has revolutionized our understanding of the past and identified many new sites. 
Of perhaps greater concern to readers of British Archaeology is the impact that contaminated green 
waste is beginning to have on archaeological prospection.  
One of the authors (JG) first encountered issues with green waste during his investigation of 
landscape around the late Roman villa at Lufton in Somerset. This project, running since 2009, has 
worked with a local archaeological society (South Somerset Archaeological Research Group) and a 
local geophysical survey firm (GeoFlo) to investigate nearly 40ha of land using a Bartington 601-2 
fluxgate gradiometer. The survey has identified an extensive late Iron Age and early Roman 
settlement as well as late Roman, prehistoric and medieval features stretching over six fields. What 
is of interest here though is that just before one of the smallest of these fields was surveyed the 
farmer spread it with green waste. As we carried out the survey it was clear that the green waste 
contained a lot of shredded plastics. What we had not anticipated was that the green waste would 
have such a negative impact on our survey. When we processed the data we discovered that all over 
the field were dipole anomalies. These are known to archaeological geophysicists as ‘iron spikes’ and 
are routinely encountered during geophysics. Every thrown horseshoe, every fragment of metal that 
has ever fallen off a tractor or a plough, has the potential to become an ‘iron spike’ on a geophysical 
survey. What was completely new to us was the even distribution of the interference, which masked 
subtle archaeological anomalies and obscured even more substantial anomalies like ditches. Every 
one of those dipole anomalies is presumably a tiny piece of metal, the sort of contaminants within 
green waste that metal detectorists have been worried about and reporting for some time. 
Why is this situation of concern? In many parts of the country magnetometry is the technique of 
choice to identify sites and investigate landscapes. Research projects, such as the South Cadbury 
Envrions Project and the Silchester Mapping Project have demonstrated the value of large scale 
geophysical surveys for academic research. Even more importantly geophysical surveys play an 
important role in the planning process. They are non-invasive and allow areas of archaeological 
interest to be identified quickly, easily and economically, especially when contrasted with evaluation 
trenching. There is a real danger that the spreading of contaminated green waste on arable land 
could emasculate magnetometry as a method of archaeological prospection. This would have a 
severe impact not only on archaeological research but also the planning process.  
The problem was encountered serendipitously in Somerset. We had not set out to research green 
waste and its impact on the historic environment. However, it did seem clear that the potential scale 
of the issue might be very large. In 2012 a survey by the Waste and resources Action Programme 
(WRAP) identified 291 composting sites in the UK who processed 5.64 million tonnes of organic 
waste. Of this total, sixty three percent was converted into green waste. At the rate green waste was 
spread on the field in Somerset this is enough to blanket almost 120,000ha per annum. Concerned 
by the potential scale of the issue we published a short article in the journal Archaeological 
Prospection in 2015 to raise awareness of the issue. This was followed by coverage by the BBC’s 
Countryfile programme.  
Since last year it has become clear that we were not the only archaeologists encountering issues 
with contaminated green waste. David Staveley, the author of the freeware Snuffler geophysics 
software, has posted on his blog about problems with green waste in Sussex. Orlando Prestidge 
(Context One Archaeology) has encountered issues in Bedfordshire and Cornwall. The site in 
Bedfordshire is particularly striking as the interference was so severe that post-medieval field 
boundaries visible on the first edition Ordnance Survey map and also on aerial photographs were 
completely masked by the green waste. Duncan Hale (Archaeological Services, Durham University) 
has told us that fields completely obscured by an even ferrous interference, which he attributes to 
green waste contamination, is a recent but growing problem. He has encountered problems as far 
afield in as: LIST COUNTIESDevon, Derbyshire, Merseyside, North Yorkshire, Teeside and 
Northumberland.   
All of these examples have been related to archaeological prospection using magnetometers. We 
should not forget that controlled metal detecting can play an important role in various types of field 
investigation. Some readers may be aware of the fascinating work being undertaken in Scotland by 
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Gordon Noble (University of Aberdeen), Martin Goldberg (National Museum of Scotland) and others 
on the Gaulcross hoard (see Antiquity 351). This collection of Pictish silver was found in the 
nineteenth century but recent work using metal detectors has discovered a considerable number of 
additional silver objects. The field in which the hoard was discovered had been spread with green 
waste and this waste was found to contain a large number of metal contaminants that complicated 
not only the geophysics but also the metal detecting survey.  
These examples and the concerns of the metal detecting community would seem to indicate that 
contaminated green waste is a growing problem. The recycling industry points to BSI PAS100, a 
standard that limits contaminants in green waste, and argues that any problems are a consequence 
of a few rogue operators and householders not paying enough attention to how they sort their 
waste. BSI PAS 100 is, however, a voluntary code. We believe the evidence is potentially indicating a 
systemic issue in the production of green waste and a similar product, not covered by BSI PAS100, 
known as ‘Compost Like Material’.  
Green waste is an important part of the closed-loop recycling process and banning green waste is 
not achievable nor desirable. What seems more sensible and achievable is to work with the recycling 
industry to ensure that there are less contaminants in green waste. The first step in doing this is to 
develop the evidence for contamination away from what is, at the moment, argument by anecdote. 
To this end we have developed NCL Green Waste, a simple app for both Android and iOS called ‘NCL 
Green Waste’. This appthat can be downloaded for free and allows the user to anonymously record 
locations where they have encountered the contaminants. There is also a simple website that allows 
people to do the same thing http://ceg-research.ncl.ac.uk/greenwasteproject/. We’d like to 
encourage readers of British Archaeology, particularly geophysicists, to download this app and to use 
it. 
There is also the possibility that new geophysical methods will not be hindered in the same way as 
magnetometry. Multi-receiver electro-magnetic induction is showing promise in this direction and 
we hope to test this method on a field spread with green waste in the near future. However, whilst 
new geophysical methods might mitigate may mask the impact of contamination in green waste do 
we really want to eliminate an entire branch of geophysical investigation to enable us to continue to 
spread contamination over our countryside? 
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List of Figures 
 Fig 1 Typical contaminats metal detected from a field spread with green waste (courtesy of Rosalind 
Tyrrell and the Magiovinium Metal Detecting Club). 
Fig 2 The fields at Lufton with dipole anomalies highlighted in read. Note the greater density of these 
anomalies in the field (left) spread with green waste (Newcastle University and GeoFlo).  
Fig 3 A field in Devon with ferrous interference thought to be due to green waste (Duncan Hale and 
Archaeology Services University of Durham). 
Fig 4 A field in Devon located close to Fig 3 without interference and showing archaeological 
anomalies (Duncan Hale and Archaeology Services University of Durham). 
Fig 5 A group of fields in Merseyside. Note the contrast between Areas 1 and 6 and the other fields. 
Contaminated green waste is considered the likely cause of this interference (Duncan Hale and 
Archaeology Services University of Durham). 
Fig 6 Controlled metal-detecting was an integral part of the project to investigate the findspot of the 
Gaulcross hoard. Contaminants within green waste cause significant problems for the metal 
detectorists (Gordon Noble, University of Abderdeen). 
Fig 7 The Gaulcross Hoard of Late Roman and Pictish silver (National Museum of Scotland). 
 
